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  Edward Elgar 

ENIGMA VARIATIONS 

 
Creative Learning Pack for Key Stage 2  

(Years 3 -6) 

Information for teacher, teaching assistant or parent/carer: 

This booklet is designed to allow your children to work sometimes independently, 

sometimes in a group looking at fantastic pieces of classical music. There are 

reading, writing, drawing, design and musical activities. The material has been 

produced by BBC Ten Pieces. We have split the material up into weekly 

episodes that can be covered in school or at home. With younger children in Key 

Stage 2, some support may be needed with reading and comprehension activities. 

We give the background in Week 1 where the history timeline of the chosen 
composer is covered. There are opportunities for the children to do research 
activities – this will require access to a PC, laptop or tablet. Your child’s creative 
learning booklet will be supported by a Powerpoint slideshow. 

 

  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ten-pieces/KS2-edward-elgar-enigma-variations-11-6-7/zdqdbdm
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Week 1 – Enigma Variations Learning Outcomes  

 Listen and reflect on a piece of orchestral music  
 Learn to play a tune  
 Create pieces inspired by Edward Elgar  
 Perform as an ensemble  
 Begin to learn simple notation  
 Learn musical language appropriate to the task 

Please note: Learning Outcomes are the same for the whole unit. 

 Reading Activity          

Edward Elgar 

BORN: 1857 / DIED: 1934 / NATIONALITY: British 

Edward Elgar was a truly great British composer but it took him many years to find fame. We 
often think of him as the creator of the ultimate English sound. He wrote lush romantic music 
at a time when the rest of the musical world was in turmoil. We now know however that 
Elgar was in just as much personal turmoil as everybody else. He felt like he didn't quite fit in; 
he was from a humble family of amateur musicians and he was self-taught.  

Elgar tried everything; moving from the countryside to London, hanging out with orchestral 
players and conductors, entering competitions . . .  but no one seemed interested in his 
music and he often considered giving up completely. Then in 1899, encouraged by his wife 
Alice, he wrote a set of pieces based on a mysterious theme of his own and used each version 
to describe one of his friends. These Enigma Variations were an instant, huge success and 
within a couple of years he was made Master of the King's Music and was knighted. His wife 
had been right to stop him from quitting! 

 

         Can you fill in this fact file?  

What nationality was Edward Elgar?  
What sound was he famous for creating?   
When was Elgar born?  
When did he die?  
Which important person did Elgar 
become a “master musician” for? 

 

What is the famous piece we will be 
looking at? 
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 Extension Activity – Research 

What happened in the world? 

Think about a timeline of 1870 – 1900 AD 

Famous Artists   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Famous Inventors 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Famous Leaders or 
Politicians 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Famous Western 
Musicians 
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The music . . .  

‘Enigma Variations’  

 Written in 1899  

 Uses a different “variation” of the theme to describe each of his 14 

friends  

 'Variation' means the same as 'version’  

 The 'enigma' remains a mystery - no one can work out where Elgar’s 

original theme came from 

 

We are going to look at 3 of his variations: 

Number 6 called Ysobel 

Number 7 called Troyte 

Number 11 called G.R.S. 

  

Here are some of the words we will use over the next few weeks: 

Drone One long, continuous sound (pitched or unpitched) 
that is present throughout a piece, usually at the 
bottom of the texture 

Motif A very short musical ‘idea’ 

Pitched Percussion Percussion instruments that can play different pitches 
(‘notes’) – xylophones, glockenspiels, chime bars etc. 

Theme Another word for ‘tune’ or ‘melody’. A linear line of 
notes, like a musical sentence 

Unpitched Percussion Percussion instruments that make sounds that don’t 
have a specific pitch (or ‘note’) – drums, shakers, 
woodblocks, tambourine etc.  
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Week 2 – Enigma Variations: Watching and Listening 
 Listen and reflect on a piece of orchestral music  
 Learn to play a tune  
 Create pieces inspired by Edward Elgar  
 Perform as an ensemble  
 Begin to learn simple notation  
 Learn musical language appropriate to the task 

Listen to variation 7 Troyte on your Powerpoint Show . . . .  click  

 Imagine what the person (if it is a person) might be like. 

Write your ideas down in the chart below 

Variation 7 – Troyte 
Man or Woman? 
Boy or Girl? 
Is it actually an animal? 
Age? 
What do they look like? 
What are they doing? 
 

 

What about the other two characters: Ysobel and G.R.S.? 
Variation 6 – Ysobel  
Variation 11 – G.R.S.  

Variation 6 – Ysobel 
Man or Woman? 
Boy or Girl? 
Is it actually an animal? 
Age? 
What do they look like? 
What are they doing? 
 

 

Variation 11 – G.R.S. 
Man or Woman? 
Boy or Girl? 
Is it actually an animal? 
Age? 
What do they look like? 
What are they doing? 
 

 

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/tv/tenpieces/ElgarVariationVII.mp3
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/tv/tenpieces/ElgarVariationVI.mp3
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/tv/tenpieces/ElgarVariationXI.mp3
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Extension Activity 
An “enigma” is a mystery or a puzzle. Some code making machines in WW2 

were called Enigma machines.  

Research Task . . . . Click on the “Enigma Machine” 

 

 

Try breaking some codes now! 

Have a look at this . . . This code has special symbols for each letter of the 

alphabet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enigma_machine
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Can you work out who these composers are?  

 

Can you work out what these instruments might be? 

 

Can you write some messages to your friends using this code system? 
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Remember the characters that Elgar was writing about in Enigma Variations? 

Here is who they actually were . . . .  

Can you create a portrait for one of these characters? 

A4 plain paper; coloured pencils . . . . don’t forget the style of the clothes in 

1899! Apart from the dog.  

 Can your teacher post your picture on your school’s Twitter page – 

we’d love to see it?  

Variation 7 (Tryote) 
Arthur Troyte Griffith   
 Male, aged about 40 – one of 

Elgar’s closest friends 
 This variation depicts him 

sheltering during a 
thunderstorm  

  

 

Variation 6 (Ysobel) 
Isabel Fitton 
 Female, aged about 30 – she 

was a beautiful violinist 
 This variation depicts her 

practising her viola 

 

Variation 11 (G. R. S.)  
A bulldog called Dan 
 Dog! 
 This variation depicts him doing 

‘doggy’ things such as running, 
biting a bone and panting 

 G. R. S are the initials for Dr. 
George Robert Sinclair who 
owned Dan the dog  

 

 

 

Have a listen to the BBC Ten Pieces film about “Enigma”  

Did you like the film? Which part? Who would you make a musical selfie of? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ten-pieces/KS2-edward-elgar-enigma-variations-11-6-7/zdqdbdm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ten-pieces/KS2-edward-elgar-enigma-variations-11-6-7/zdqdbdm
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Week 3 – Elgar’s Theme  
 Listen and reflect on a piece of orchestral music  
 Learn to play a tune  
 Create pieces inspired by Edward Elgar  
 Perform as an ensemble  
 Begin to learn simple notation  
 Learn musical language appropriate to the task 

 

Listen to the “Enigma Theme”  

 

 

Instruments you may need (if you’ve got them) 
We can get quite creative with this. Try and find some of these instruments if you’ve got 
them in school or at home. They don’t have to be exactly the same but try and find 
instruments that scratch, knock or shake (untuned). There are instruments that will give 
you notes (tuned). You could even try some of these activities if you have your own 
instrument or a school wider opportunities instrument. 

 
 
 

Cabasa 

 
 
 

Guiro 

 
 
 

Claves 

 
 
 

Tambourine 

 
 
 

Woodblock 

 
 
 

Glockenspiel 

 
 
 
 

Garage Band Instruments – Keyboard is 
probably the best idea 

 At Home: pots, pans, wooden spoons, 
packets of dried food . . . get creative! 
 

 

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/tv/tenpieces/ElgarTheme.mp3
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Warm Up 

You will need to follow this on your laptop or tablet. We’re going to do some clapping and 
use some hand percussion instruments if you’ve got them. 
Click on the speaker on your slideshow. 
Just follow along 
 

 

Elgar’s Theme 

This is Edward Elgar’s mysterious Enigma theme. 

Let’s see it we can learn it . . .  

 

 

Is there anything you notice about the “pattern” of the rhythm? Look at the words “short 

short long long” and long long short short” as a clue. Any ideas? 

We can add some words to help us remember it . . .  

 

When we watched the video last week, the theme was the first thing we heard. It’s actually 

quite a slow tune . . . . . . try clapping or saying the rhythm but keep the speed the same all 

the time. 

Now to add a melody . . this is where you can use you glockenspiel or Garage Band 

instrument. 

 

 

Practise this theme so you can play it at a constant speed . . .  
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Extension 1 

Can you invent a second part with the same rhythmic shape that ends on an A?   

  

Extension 2 
 
Here is our theme again . . .  
 

 
 

 

Can you create some ideas for a full class version of this theme. For this, you might 

like to include:  

 pitched instruments on the full theme or part of it  

 unpitched instruments on the rhythm or keeping a pulse   

 a long, low drone on A 

If you can . . . .  try and perform it as a group 
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Week 4 – Elgar’s Dog  
 Listen and reflect on a piece of orchestral music  
 Learn to play a tune  
 Create pieces inspired by Edward Elgar  
 Perform as an ensemble  
 Begin to learn simple notation  
 Learn musical language appropriate to the task 

 

Warm Up 

You will need to follow this on your laptop or tablet. We’re going to do some clapping and 
use some hand percussion instruments if you’ve got them. 
Click on the speakers in your powerpoint. 
Just follow along 
 

 

If you’ve got a dog, here’s your chance to show it off! Start simple . . . . what’s he/she 

called? Then give us more detail . . . . appearance, personality . . . . things he/she does: 

chase sticks, bark, run around, chew furniture . . . .! Record your ideas below 

 

My Dog 

Name  
 

Appearance 
Be really descriptive 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Behaviour 
What does he/she do? 
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Elgar’s Musical Dog 

Elgar’s “musical” dog is made up of three basic ideas –   

Let’s listen to: VARIATION 11 – G.R.S. 

  

 

SCAMPERING Have a go at making scampering sounds by patting your knees 
quickly 

CHOMPING Make some chomping sounds by all clapping once together – 
choose somebody to be the conductor to give the signal! 

PANTING Elgar uses this rhythm for his panting   

 

 

 

 

 

1. Have a go at this panting rhythm . . . . someone needs to keep the pulse and 

signal when to stop. Ask someone to be your conductor 

2. Try some different panting rhythms of your own . . . the conductor needs to 

keep the pulse and signal when to stop.  

3. After you've demonstrated these body percussion ideas to the class and had a 

go at them, make a piece of ‘dog-music’ by deciding on an order for your 

sounds. Your conductor can keep you together. If you have a large group you 

might like to split it into three teams – scamperers, panters and chompers!  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/tv/tenpieces/ElgarVariationXI.mp3
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Instruments you may need (if you’ve got them) 
We can get quite creative with this. Try and find some of these instruments if you’ve got 
them in school. They don’t have to be exactly the same but try and find instruments that 
scratch, knock or shake (untuned). There are instruments that will give you notes (tuned). 
You could even try some of these activities if you have your own instrument or a school 
wider opportunities instrument. 

 
 
 

Cabasa 

 
 
 

Guiro 

 
 
 

Claves 

 
 
 

Tambourine 

 
 
 

Woodblock 

 
 
 

Glockenspiel 

 
 
 
 

Garage Band Instruments – Keyboard is 
probably the best idea 

 At Home: pots, pans, wooden spoons, 
packets of dried food . . . get creative! 
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Which instrument could you use for . . . ? 

Scampering  
 
 

Panting   
 
 

Chomping  
 
 

 

Can you think of an instrument that can make a good scampering sound? Elgar makes 

his scampering sound by using a quick downward flurry of notes followed by a series 

of low even (footstep) notes. Like this  

 

Just the beginning . . . . . 

 

You can perform a “scampering flurry” on a glockenspiel or xylophone.  

Here is a simple version  

 

 

 

 

 

You should have a scampering idea, a panting idea and a chomping idea using instruments, 

body percussion or a mixture of the two! If you can practise your composition with other 

people that would be really good. 

 

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/tv/tenpieces/ElgarVariationXI.mp3
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Week 5 – Composing your own Enigma Variation 
 Listen and reflect on a piece of orchestral music  
 Learn to play a tune  
 Create pieces inspired by Edward Elgar  
 Perform as an ensemble  
 Begin to learn simple notation  
 Learn musical language appropriate to the task 

 

Warm Up 

Begin this session by recapping your musical dog piece – you could create a quick 
body percussion version of it again. 

 

Your own “Enigma Variation” 

This week’s work is composition. Like Elgar, you are going to describe someone 
using music. Have a group discussion (if you can) about who this might be and 
decide on three or four people.  
 

You need to choose people known to everyone and with distinct characteristics or 
actions. You also want to avoid offending anyone so it might be safest to choose 
celebrities or sports people that the class are unlikely to ever meet i.e. the Queen, 
David Beckham, Elgar!  
You could choose people you are studying in other curriculum areas: 
Queen Victoria, Tutankhamun, Martin Luther King.  
You don't even have to use people as inspiration - you could describe animals, 
insects, places, trees....  
 

Write your ideas below . . .  
 

Person/Animal  
 
 

Feature/Behaviour 1   
 
 

Feature/Behaviour 2  
 
 

Feature/Behaviour 3  
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If you’re struggling . . . . . .  

You could look at Her Majesty, The Queen 

Her appearance/behaviours could be: shakes hands - waves  - looks happy   

  

Here is the fun part . . . . 

Create one sound (musical motif) for each of these things.  i.e. The Queen  - shakes 
hands  (three short hits on a woodblock) - waves  (a shaking tambourine) - looks 
happy  (a scale going upwards) 
What instrument will you use for your motif? Can you “notate” your rhythm or 
melody? 

Person  
 
 

Motif 1  
 
 

Motif 2  
 
 

Motif 3  
 
 

 

Extension 

Can you build these motifs together to make a short piece? 

 

 

 

Practise and PERFORM if you can! 
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Week 6 – Putting it all together! 
 Listen and reflect on a piece of orchestral music  
 Learn to play a tune  
 Create pieces inspired by Edward Elgar  
 Perform as an ensemble  
 Begin to learn simple notation  
 Learn musical language appropriate to the task 

 

Warm Up 

You will need to follow this on your laptop or tablet. We’re going to do some clapping and 
use some hand percussion instruments if you’ve got them. 
Click on the speakers on the slideshow . . . .  
Just follow along 
 

 

Watch the BBC film all the way through. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Now you can perform all your compositions. You’ll need all those ideas . . . the body 
percussion, the instruments, the conductor! Good luck. 
 

 

 

Your version of Elgar’s Theme  

Your version of Elgar’s Dog 

Your Enigma Variation – a famous person 

 

Thank you to . . . .  

Rachel Leach from BBC Ten Pieces 

 

Ask an adult in school if you can share your ideas through your school website or social 

media page. 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ten-pieces/KS2-edward-elgar-enigma-variations-11-6-7/zdqdbdm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ten-pieces/KS2-edward-elgar-enigma-variations-11-6-7/zdqdbdm
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